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Sunday, February 26, 2012 21aPAN contains six identical ATPase subunits, we found that it exhibits three
types of ATP binding sites: 2 high affinity conformations (ATP-binding
sites), 2 with lower affinity (ADP-binding sites), and 2 with conformations
that do not bind nucleotides. Correlation of ADP off rates with rates of
ATP hydrolysis suggests that ADP leaving may be the rate limiting step
in hydrolysis. ATP binding to the high and lower affinity sites has distinct
functional consequences on the proteasome. With two ATPgS molecules
bound, PAN maximally stimulates opening of the gated channel for substrate
entry into the 20S proteasome and has a high affinity for the 20S. However,
the binding of 4 ATPgS reduces PAN’s affinity for the 20S, which can be
explained by steric hindrances in the PAN-20S interface. Because ATP bind-
ing drives the association of the C-termini of the ATPase with the 20S and
only two ATPase subunits bind ATP for maximal function it’s likely that
only two ATPases’ C-termini dock into the 20S at any time and in a predict-
able pattern mirroring the cyclical pattern of ATP hydrolysis. This observa-
tion suggests how the symmetrically mismatched hexameric ATPase ring
associates with the heptameric 20S proteasome to regulate substrate
degradation.104-MiniSymp
Eliminating ATP Binding in Specific ClpX Subunits Yields Functional
ATP-Fueled Protein-Unfolding Machines
Benjamin M. Stinson, Steven E. Glynn, Andrew R. Nager, Tania A. Baker,
Robert T. Sauer.
MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA.
AAAþ ring hexamers of ClpX utilize the energy of ATP binding and hydro-
lysis to unfold protein substrates and translocate the resulting denatured
polypeptide into the degradation chamber of ClpP, an associated self-
compartmentalized peptidase. Nucleotide-dependent conformational changes
are necessary for ClpX binding to ClpP and to protein substrates as well as
for allosteric machine function. ClpX functions asymmetrically. In crystal
structures, for example, four loadable subunits are competent for nucleotide
binding, whereas two unloadable subunits are not. Moreover, ATP hydroly-
sis in one subunit can power conformational changes in the entire ring and
protein degradation. Subunit-subunit interactions are essential for ClpX ma-
chine function, but the communication mechanisms are poorly defined. For
instance, it is not known whether the conformations of loadable and unload-
able subunits remain fixed or interchange during the hundreds of cycles of
ATP hydrolysis that are required for protein unfolding, translocation, and
degradation. To probe subunit communication, we constructed covalently
linked mutant hexamers in which the nucleotide affinity of specific subunits
was dramatically reduced by mutations in the Walker A, sensor-II, or box II
motifs and developed novel fluorescence assays to probe nucleotide-binding
cooperativity as well as ATP binding to specific subunits. Strikingly, ClpX
pseudo-hexamers bearing two opposed subunits with severe ATP-binding de-
fects hydrolyze ATP at near normal rates and are able to unfold and trans-
locate protein substrates. For some variants, machine function was retained
despite sensor-II-dependent abrogation of the positive cooperativity of ATP
binding. Because hexamers with two ‘‘permanent’’ unloadable subunits re-
tain basic ClpX machine functionality, subunit switching between unload-
able and loadable conformations does not appear to be required for
protein unfolding or translocation. Our results are most consistent with prob-
abilistic models of ATP binding and hydrolysis rather than strictly sequential
models.105-MiniSymp
The Structure of the Dynein Motor Domain
Andrew P. Carter.
MRC Lab of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, United Kingdom.
Dyneins are microtubule-based motor proteins that power ciliary beating, trans-
port intracellular cargos, and help to construct the mitotic spindle. Evolved
from ring-shaped hexameric AAA-family adenosine triphosphatases (AT-
Pases), dynein’s large size and complexity have posed challenges for under-
standing its structure and mechanism. Here, we present a 6 angstrom crystal
structure of a functional dimer of two ~300-kilodalton motor domains of yeast
cytoplasmic dynein. The structure reveals an unusual asymmetric arrangement
of ATPase domains in the ring-shaped motor domain, the manner in which the
mechanical element interacts with the ATPase ring, and an unexpected interac-
tion between two coiled coils that create a base for the microtubule binding do-
main. The arrangement of these elements provides clues as to how adenosine
triphosphate-driven conformational changes might be transmitted across the
motor domain.106-MiniSymp
The Fellowship of the Ring
Francis T.F. Tsai, Amadeo B. Biter, Jungsoon Lee, Nuri Sung,
Sukyeong Lee.
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA.
AAAþ ATPases are a group of conserved, ring-forming, ATP-dependent
molecular machines that harness the energy of ATP binding and hydrolysis
to drive diverse biological activities, ranging from protein unfolding to
DNA translocation. While common mechanisms are apparent, distinct struc-
tural features exist that confer specific functions. Yeast Hsp104 and its bac-
terial ortholog ClpB are ATP-dependent protein disaggregases, which,
together with the cognate Hsp70 system, rescue stress-damaged proteins
from a previously aggregated state. The ability to do so is strictly dependent
on the M-domain that forms an 85-A˚ long coiled-coil and is a hallmark of
the ClpB/Hsp104 family. While substrate translocation through the ClpB
hexamer is essential for protein disaggregation, it remains unclear how
ATP is coupled to the power stroke that drives protein unfolding and trans-
location. At this mini-symposium, I will present our latest, unpublished data
on the structure, mechanism, and function of ATP-dependent protein
disaggregases.
This work was supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health
(AI076239, GM067672, and RR002250) and the Robert A. Welch Foundation
(Q-1530).Platform: Computational Methods
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Equilibrium Sampling using a Weighted Ensemble of Dynamical
Trajectories
Carsen Stringer, Matthew Zwier, Lillian Chong, Daniel Zuckerman.
Univ Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA.
The ‘‘weighted ensemble’’ (WE) method, originally designed for non-
equilibrium path sampling, can also be applied to equilibrium sampling
[J. Chem. Phys. 133: 014110 (2010)]. WE is a parallel method with multiple
trajectories coupled periodically through configuration space in a statistically
rigorous way. We demonstrate the first applications of equilibrium WE to mo-
lecular systems. Because ‘‘ordinary’’ dynamics trajectories are employed, the
approach can simultaneously yield rate constants for transitions among arbi-
trary states.
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Simple and Efficient Calculation of Scattering Intensities of Proteins in
Solution from Atomistically Detailed Structures
Juergen Koefinger, Gerhard Hummer.
NIH/NIDDK, Bethesda, MD, USA.
Solution scattering experiments provide signatures of the atomistic structure
of proteins, nucleic acids, and biomolecular assemblies under near physio-
logical conditions. Coarse-grained structural properties like shape and vol-
ume can be inferred from an essentially model-free analysis using
information in the small-angle regime. The wide-angle regime offers higher
resolution information which can be interpreted using atomistic models. A
combination of time-resolved scattering experiments, molecular simulations,
and ensemble refinement methods helps reveal structural changes in proteins
as they perform their biological functions. To address this challenge, we de-
veloped a mathematically simple and computationally efficient method to
calculate the scattering intensity of atomistically detailed structures of pro-
teins in solution. Compared to other methods, our method, which is based
on Debye’s formula, has the advantage that there is no trade-off between
computational efficiency and accuracy in the promising wide-angle regime.
We present results for a variety of proteins and different water models
and discuss some fundamental differences in interpretation of small- and
wide-angle data.
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The Simultaneous Determination of Diffusion Coefficients and PMFs
Through the OFR Method
Bryan W. Holland1, Bruno Tomberli2, Chris G. Gray1.
1University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada, 2Brandon University,
Brandon, MB, Canada.
Progress in nonequilibrium, bidirectional work theorems have lead to the de-
velopment of an important theory, known as the forward-reverse (FR)
22a Sunday, February 26, 2012method, that allows the PMF to be extracted from nonequilibrium dynamics.
In addition, the FR method allows the simultaneous determination of the re-
action coordinate dependent diffusion coefficient, D(z). We recently ex-
tended the utility of the FR method through the use of an oscillating
steering protocol that we named the oscillating forward-reverse (OFR)
method. While working with OFR, the D(z) results did not match known
values or those obtained through other methods. After reformulating the pro-
cedure to obtain D(z), we were able to obtain results close to the correct
values. These results however showed very little variation over the length
of the reaction coordinate, even when D(z) was known to vary drastically.
It seemed that the highly variable and noncontinuous velocity function of
the particle - a consequence of being steered using the ‘‘stiff-spring’’
method - was incompatible with the macroscopic definition of the drag co-
efficient through which D(z) is calculated. To address this, a new dynamic
constraint steering protocol (DCP) was developed to replace the previously
used ‘‘stiff-spring’’ method. We present here the results for D(z) in bulk wa-
ter, and both the PMF and D(z) results from the permeation of a water
molecule through a DPPC membrane. We also consider the issue of suffi-
cient sampling, and propose that to obtain an accurate PMF (and D(z))
from even a moderately complex system, the final result should be a weighted
average of numerous pulls. This is actually an advantage of nonequilibrium
over equilibrium methods, the latter having a limited ability to sample much
phase space beyond their initial conditions - especially with the time-scales
currently available in computer simulations.110-Plat
A Multi Scale Approach for Path Sampling: Applications to Peptides
Hiroshi Fujisaki1, Motoyuki Shiga2, Akinori Kidera3.
1RIKEN, Wako, Japan, 2JAEA, Kashiwa, Japan, 3Yokohama City Univ.,
Tsurumi, Japan.
Path sampling techniques are a versatile tool to probe rare events in complex
dynamics, but the conventional methods are often limited to rare but fast
processes such as chemical reactions (~ps). Here we are interested in
much slower processes such as conformational transitions or folding of pro-
teins, and the direct application of the conventional methods can fail for such
a situation. We have been pursuing alternative path sampling methods based
on the Onsager-Machlup (OM) action functional for diffusive processes. We
showed that the OM action method can be combined with replica exchange
for effective path sampling (H. Fujisaki et al., J. Chem. Phys. 132, 134101
(2010)) and proposed to combine it with the multi-scale essential sampling
method (K. Moritsugu et al., J. Chem. Phys. 133, 224105 (2010)) for larger
molecular systems. In this presentation we employ the model polymer sys-
tem (C. Micheletti et al., J. Chem. Phys. 129, 074105 (2008)), and numeri-
cally show the effectiveness of our new method. We also apply our method
to some peptide systems, and discuss the success and limitations of the
method.111-Plat
Decoding Hidden Complexities of Kinetic Experiments
Julian Lee.
Soongsil University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of.
Time trace data obtained from single-molecule kinetic experiments such as
fluorescence, ion conduction and force extension, often appear in the form
of stochastic time trajectories, exhibiting complex behavior that cannot be de-
scribed by a single exponential. The underlying system is usually modeled as
aggregated Markov states, where each experimentally observable property
comes from an aggregate of indistinguishable states, making transitions to
each other via Markov process. However, such a modeling has limitations
in that the underlying network topology has to be assumed in advance, and
that there are many models consistent with the data. In this work, we intro-
duce a new method of modeling such systems using a non-Markov model.
In contrast to the aggregated Markov model, the new method leads to a unique
dynamical model for a given time trace data. Furthermore, it is shown that the
current formalism is more general than the aggregated Markov model, includ-
ing the latter as a special case. We also develop an algorithm for extracting
the non-Markov memory kernel from a noisy experimental data, based on
the Maximum Entropy Principle, the method for the unbiased estimation.
Some preliminary analysis of simulated and real experimental data will be
presented.112-Plat
Computational Electrophysiology Reveals Ion Channel Permeation in
Atomistic Detail
Ulrich Zachariae1, Carsten Kutzner2, Helmut Grubmuller2, Bert de Groot2.
1University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 2Max Planck
Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Gottingen, Germany.
Presently, simulations of ion channel permeation usually rely on nonatomistic
Brownian dynamics calculations, indirect interpretation of energy maps or ex-
ternal electric fields. In biological cells, however, electric fields across bilayers
are generally established by electrochemical ionic gradients. Small charge im-
balances across the bilayers also evoke electric fields applied in electrophysio-
logical experiments on a microscopic scale.
We present a computational method which enables the direct simulation of ion
flux through membrane channels driven by biologically realistic electrochem-
ical gradients. This also makes the simulation of reversal potential experiments
possible. As it is implemented in a highly efficient molecular dynamics pack-
age, simulation timescales relevant for physiology and experiment, for instance
single-channel electrophysiology, are achieved.
We illustrate the use of our method by applying it to the bacterial channel PorB
from pathogenic Neisseria meningitidis. PorB inserts into the inner mitochon-
drial membrane of target cells during Neisserial infection and triggers their ap-
optosis by dissipating the potential across the membrane. These channels must
also be passable for antibiotics during treatment. We show that the method ac-
curately predicts ion conductance and selectivity and elucidates detailed ion
conduction mechanisms. PorB mutants resistant to antibiotics display a mark-
edly altered ion pathway and selectivity.
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Multi-Network Modeling of Cancer Cell States
Michael L. Blinov1, Akshata Udyavar2, Wendell Yarbrough2,
JiaLiang Wang2, Lourdes Estrada2, Vito Quaranta2.
1University of Connecticut Health Center, Farmington, CT, USA,
2Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA.
Cellular signaling networks involved in cancer are highly interconnected. In-
cluding molecular details into a model presents a serious challenge, because
of the limited information on specific interactions. At the same time, clini-
cians accumulate a great deal of data about expression of some proteins
(such as EGFR, mTOR, Erk1) in different cancer types, and effects of muta-
tions and drug treatments on protein expressions. Each of these proteins is
known to be a key regulator for certain signaling networks leading to different
cell fates. Different cancer types can be distinguished by concentrations of
these key proteins and by different combinations and temporal patterns of
five cell states (senescense, proliferation, quiescence, death or stemness).
We use experimental data from different cancer types to create a predictive
kinetic model of cell states. The model consists of five signaling modules
(Ras, Akt, Myc, Notch and Wnt) and a single cell fate module. Each signaling
module describes parts of signaling networks known to influence cell state.
Each module has several molecular inputs - measurable quantities like
EGFR concentration - and several molecular outputs - predicted quantities
like Ras concentration. Molecular outputs of signaling modules are integrated
to affect transitions among cell states in the cell fate module, while the given
cell state determines inputs for all signaling modules. The model is able to
account for perturbations, including mutations and drug treatments. Our ap-
proach is a step toward a simplified, personalized compendium of the most
critical information for predicting cancer patient’s response to a targeted
therapeutic.
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Analysis of Collective Coevolution in HIV Proteins Suggests Strategies for
Rational Vaccine Design
Karthik Shekhar1, Vincent Dahirel2, Bruce D. Walker3,
Arup K. Chakraborty1.
1Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA,
2Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France, 3Ragon Institute of MGH,
MIT and Harvard, Cambridge, MA, USA.
The rapid evolution of HIV in sequence space evades adaptive immune re-
sponses (T cells and neutralizing antibodies) and has posed significant
challenges in the design of protective vaccines. We hypothesized that charac-
terizing collective correlations between different amino acid mutations within
HIV proteins would reveal proteomic regions that evolve independently from
